components are stacked in the vertical z direction, the structure is azimuthally (φ) invariant in the x-y plane. Figure S1 shows the schematic of the proposed structure under study. Permittivity tensor of layer 1 in unit cell can be given by,
Permittivity tensor of layer 2 in unit cell can be given by,
For uniaxial anisotropic material, and
Dispersion relation for the layer 1 and layer 2 in the unit cell can be given by (for ),
Where, is the free space wave-vector, λ is the wavelength, and are the x and z component of the wave vector for the anisotropic layers respectively. has to be conserved at each interface. For 2d analysis, we have taken y component of the wave vector, and also the structure is azimuthally (φ) invariant.
For TM (p) polarization, at the i th layer, magnetic field component can be expressed as,
Where denotes the imaginary part, is the z propagating wave-vector in the i th layer.
Here when i=0, 2, 4, … and when i=1, 3, 5, … From Maxwells equations, tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the i th layer can be expressed as,
Where [
Where,  is the angular frequency.
General boundary condition at each interface can be given by,
Where
Where,
Now for a periodic photonic crystal (cf. Fig. S1 ) made from a stack of periodic unit cells containing two anisotropic layers. We label them as layer 1 with thickness and layer 2 with thickness So for i=1 we get,
Similarly for ( ) ( ) ( ) layer one can find,
Now, Total Transfer Matrix,
(S14)
Now, for a periodic lattice,
Where, ( ) is the bloch wavenumber. Now,
From equations (S14) and (S17),
Now expanding equation (S18) in Taylor series and neglecting the higher order (3 rd , 4 th ,…. ….
….) terms and utilizing equations (S3) and (S4), one can obtain,
Now, defining filling fraction as,
From equations (S19), (S20) and (S21), one can obtain the effective permittivity values as, 
